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Living in Community has two new ways to get
involved with our work:
Join

Our

Board!

In

November,

LIC

incorporated as a BC non-profit society. The
nomination period is now open for our first
full Board of Directors. Our AGM will be held
on June 29th, 2021, and the deadline to send
in your expression of interest in joining our
Board is June 1st. Find more information on
our website.

Development Contractor! If you or someone
you know in BC is a skilled online education
curriculum developer and training creator,
send in your proposal to work with us on an
training

project.

We

welcome

expressions of interest from across BC as
this is a remote contract. The full Request for
Proposals is on our website. Deadline to
apply: May 14th.

The BC BDAR project is getting
underway! After recently receiving
three years of funding from the Law
Foundation of BC and a BC-based
family

foundation,

the

Working

Group for this project – WISH Drop
In Centre Society, SWAN Vancouver,

We’re looking for an E-Learning Curriculum

online

BC Bad Date and Aggressor
Reporting Project Update

Peers Victoria, PACE Society, and
Living
working

in

Community
on

Coordinator

hiring
and

–
a

is

now

Project

establishing

the

first stages of the project. Watch for
more updates coming soon about
this exciting work.

New Sex Work Resources Online
We’ve recently shared several new resources on
our website and social media. Check them out,
save and download them, and share them to help
educate and reduce sex work stigma.
Fact Sheets: Mythbusting & Answering FAQs.
We've put together a series of two-page fact
sheets on key sex work topics including the
legal

context

in

Canada,

myths

and

misconceptions, and the diversity of sex work.
Check

these

out

on

our

website

under

‘Resources > Fact Sheets,’ and follow us on
social media to be the first to see when new
fact sheets are posted.
Online Database: Find a Sex Worker Service or
Support in Your Community. Check out the new

Cover image and excerpt from
two of our new fact sheets.
Read the full fact sheets on our
website.

database on our website to find sex workerserving

drop-in

spaces,

shelters,

advocacy

organizations, and more across BC or in the
Yukon. You can use the map to find an
organization in your area, or search by location
or keyword to find a service. Or, browse the
services of each organization listed! Find it on
our website under ‘Resources > Find a Service.’

BC Sex Work Support Service Network:
Emergency Responses During COVID
In 2020, Living in Community distributed $25,000 to members of the BC Sex Work
Support Service Network who supported peer workers and expanded their programming
during COVID-19. This funding came from the federal ministry of Women and Gender
Equality (WAGE), distributed through the Canadian Women’s Foundation, for work
towards addressing emergency gender-based violence needs in the context of COVID-19.
Read on to learn more about how this funding had an impact in communities across BC:

These frontline sex worker-serving organizations in
BC told us there were three broad categories of the
vulnerabilities for sex workers in their communities:
that sex workers had experienced a total or neartotal loss of work and income due to the pandemic;
that many frontline organizations closed or reduced
their services, further leaving sex workers without
supports, and placing added strain on the few
services that remained open; and that sex workers
became more vulnerable to violence without even
the meagre protections that were available preCOVID. This last point was particularly emphasized
for male, trans, non-binary, and Two-Spirit sex
workers who were already underrepresented within
responses to sexualized violence and support for
survivors. Overall, COVID-19 caused lost income
and supports and created additional barriers to care.
LIC distributed this emergency funding to ten BC Network member organizations who hired
peer outreach workers and delivered safety and harm reduction supports in their
communities. We focused in particular on rural, remote, and underserved communities that
did not have access to other emergency funding during COVID.
This funding had a massive impact on the ability of these frontline sex worker-serving
organizations to respond to the needs of their communities. While many gaps in services and
supports existed before COVID-19, these were dangerously exacerbated due to the
pandemic.

Thank you to the Ministry of Women and Gender Equality (WAGE) and the
Canadian Women’s Foundation for this funding!
Much more work is needed to address the systemic barriers and inequalities
that create and reinforce greater vulnerabilities for sex workers; however,
emergency funding can help fill in gaps while we collectively work toward the
systemic change we need.

A Note From SWAN Vancouver: Reflecting on the Atlanta Murders
On March 16, 2021, six Asian women working in massage businesses in Atlanta were murdered. While
the general public was shocked, the im/migrant women who access SWAN’s services were not; the
Atlanta massacre was an act of extreme violence on a continuum of violence the women protect
themselves from each and every day in the margins of society where they have few to no labour and
legal rights.

Impact on SWAN Vancouver
Staff at SWAN, an organization that since 2002 has supported im/migrant women who do sex work,
were heartbroken when we heard the news from Atlanta. Little did we know the impact these horrific
events would have on our organization. In the week following the Atlanta massacre, SWAN received
more public interest, media requests, and donations than in its entire 19-year history. The bittersweet
outpouring of support reflected the desire at this particular time in history to support grassroots
community work at the intersection of race, gender, class, immigration status, and labour rights. Whether
centered in racial justice, defunding police, or addressing COVID-related anti-Asian racism, SWAN’s
mandate is congruent with those who are seeking opportunities to address injustice on multiple fronts.
Overwhelming financial support from Canadian, American, and international donors meant SWAN was
able to open up the third round of its COVID Relief Fund. To date, SWAN has distributed nearly $40 000
to 155 women. Messages of encouragement and inclusion poured into SWAN’s ‘Messages of Hope’
Board, which SWAN had established in 2020 to address anti-Asian COVID-related stigma.

Next Steps
The need to amplify the voices of im/migrant women who do sex
work is stronger than ever. To this end, SWAN is creating an online
version of its 2018 photovoice art exhibition wherein women
photographed aspects of their lives including their families, homes,
hobbies, dreams, and travels to counter the one-dimensional
stereotypes of im/migrant sex workers that are the basis for so
much public discourse around human trafficking. In May, SWAN
will launch a new community-based zine wherein women can
express their lived realities through various artistic means.
SWAN would like to thank everyone who so generously
contributed time and effort in dozens of fundraisers, and to those
who are new to our work and accessed and shared our resources
in order to increase public education about this often-neglected
segment of the sex work sector.
You can learn more about SWAN Vancouver, and how to support
their work, at https://www.swanvancouver.ca/.

SWAN staff preparing
supplies for outreach.

